In January of 1961 I recorded the
album Eddie Con Los Shades under
the name "Eddie Medina." I used that
name because at that time I was still
with Falcon under my real name,
Baldemar Huerta. I chose Eddie
Medina because my father's mother's
last name was Medina. And Eddie, I
just liked the name. The group was
called "The Shades" because whoever
played with me, I just put sunglasses
on them. We all wore shades.
I wrote Mean Woman in English first.
I wrote it again in Spanish and called
it Que Mala. It was the flip side of
Holy One, and it helped sell 280,000
records. It became #1. It was kind of
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weird because Holy One became # 1 in
San An tonio and Mean Woman
became #1 in Ft. Worth and Dallas
with KLIF.

Acapulco Rock, that was a big hit in
Mexico, it was in the movies and
everything. I wrote that one.
About the other songs in this
collection, I was probably the
engineer on these sessions. I would
put the switch on and then run like
hell to pick up the guitar with the
boys waiting for me.
- Freddie Fender from a 1992
interview with Davia Nelson.
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oil with Freddy Fenderl
•1n January of 1981 I racorded the
album Eddie Con Los Shades under

5. No ESTA AQUI- (2:25) (Eddie Medina)
&.AcAPULCO RocK
- (2:20) (Eddie Medina)

7. DIISDE QuE CoN08Co -(2:30)
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the name "Eddie Medina." I used
that name because at that time I
was still with Falcon Records under
my real name, Baldemar Huerta. I
chose Eddie Medina because my
father's mother's last name was
Medina. And Eddie, I just liked the
name. The group was called "The
Shades" because whoever played
with me, I just put sunglasses on

1hem. Weal wore shades." tF........,
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